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Did you know that nearly 70 percent of all human beings belong to a UFO
cult?

Really. It’s true.
I am not claiming that there is a vast conspiracy in which our spouses,

children, and neighbors are sneaking off to the nearest Raelian gathering
when they say they’re going to Home Depot for light bulbs, nor are they
reading the latest missives from Benjamin Crème on the Internet when we’re
not at home. Nor am I saying that you need to worry that most of your
neighbors and loved ones will suddenly be found dead one day after having
secretly participated in the mass hysteria of another Heaven’s Gate or Solar
Temple. The UFO cults I am talking about here are much too big for any of
that. In fact, our family and neighbors are probably quite open about their
participation therein, and they may have even already invited you to join. But
tell them that they are in a UFO cult, and some of them may wind up giving
you a black eye for your efforts.

What I am talking about, of course, are the four major organized religions
of the world.

I do not much care for the term cult because it has a pejorative
connotation that is not always deserved. The Quakers, for example, are one
of many Christian “cults” (sub-groups), but they are generally respected for
their teachings of peace and brotherhood. Some fundamentalist Christians
call Catholicism a cult despite the much larger population of Catholics in the
world. So when I say “UFO cult,” it just means a distinct group that preaches
spiritual messages that purportedly come from UFOs.

The truth is, religious history is mostly a history of UFO cults. Most UFO
cults, of course, begin and remain as marginal “fringe” endeavors. They may
make a splash for a while, but most eventually fade into the woodwork.
Recent examples are the so-called Three Georges who founded their quirky
UFO cults in the 1950’s: George Adamski, with his Nordic space alien



teachers; George Van Tassel, with his channeled messages from Ashtar and
other ETs; and George King, who channeled a space-age Jesus on the
“etheric plane” of Venus and founded the Aetherius Society, which still
operates today.

There are some people who still hold the mistaken belief that UFOs were
first seen and reported in 1947. The theory goes something like this: We
began exploding atomic bombs, and this raised a red flag for extraterrestrial
neighbors that we did not know we had. So they started to covertly surveil
Earth to see what we were up to. They did not want to openly interfere in
human affairs or make their presence known to us childish warlike humans
lest we target them with our aggressive impulses. So the ETs chose to stay
behind the scenes while using contactees and abductees to spread teachings
of peace and brotherhood in the hope that humans would one day become fit
to join the cosmic community of the Space Brothers.

This is a nice story, but the Ancient Astronaut theory blew a gigantic hole
in it. The overwhelming evidence indicates that our Space Brothers have
been skulking around Earth long before 1947. We just called them by
different names to match our misunderstanding of what they were. They
were “gods” in flying vehicles, or “angels” in “clouds.” These ancient
descriptions were similar, if not identical at times to the UFO reports of
today. A rose is still a rose, no matter what you call it. And so today we can
identify many ancient cults as actual UFO cults. The Egyptian cults of the
pharaoh believed that some of their kings were sired by ET “gods.” The
Mayans depicted human-like gods in bright flying globes observing and
participating in the human warfare below. These ancient UFO cults, some of
which go all the way back to ancient Mesopotamia, eventually disappeared
along with the civilizations that embraced them. Or did they?

As Exhibit A, I give you a man named Moses. Raised in Egypt under the
pharaohs, he grew up to become leader of a tribe that was guided by a UFO
cult of its own: the cult of Abraham. The “god” of this cult was called
“Jehovah”—a “god” that has provided more fuel for Ancient Astronaut
theorists than almost any other. Under the guidance of Jehovah, Moses led
his tribe out of Egypt to establish the Jewish religion in the Middle East.
Jews still believe in Jehovah as their god, and they still cling to the texts that
describe ancient UFOs as the source of their religion, be it the flying vehicle
of fire and smoke described in Exodus or the “wheels within wheels”
described in Ezekiel. And let’s not forget the other Old Testament prophets,



such as Elijah, who was supposedly taken up bodily into the sky by this god.
Judaism is a UFO cult that made it big. And by “made it big” I mean that it
has survived for thousands of years and has achieved great prominence, even
if its membership is relatively small (less than one percent of the human
population today). Judaism spawned two other UFO cults that became even
larger: Christianity and Islam.

I now submit for your consideration Exhibit B: the New Testament. What
more can be said about UFOs in the Christian scripture that has not already
been expressed many times over? The New Testament is probably the most
quoted text in Ancient Astronaut literature. Add the remarkable UFO-like
episodes in the Christian apocrypha, and we have a veritable buffet piled
high with tasty treats that have piqued the palates of ufologists for more than
half a century.

Today, about a third of the human population identifies itself as Christian.
They still believe in the Jewish Jehovah as their god. They still thrill to the
story of the star of Bethlehem, which in the apocrypha is described as an
intelligently guided craft that moves across the sky and then hovers.
Christians still believe in the vision of Paul on the road to Damascus, which
also has elements of a UFO abduction or contactee event. And many
Christians long for the commencement of future events predicted in the Book
of Revelation, which has Jesus clothed in something that resembles a
spacesuit. The experiences of John, the author of Revelation, also seem
reminiscent of a UFO abduction. The bottom line is that Christianity in all its
guises and incarnations is just a UFO cult, even if many of its members
would vigorously deny that they believe in UFOs. The next time you drive
by a Christian church, understand that you are driving by a building
dedicated in large part to a belief in UFOs and alien entities.

And finally we come to Exhibit C, Islam. It all started with Mohammad
sitting in a cave meditating. The Christian “angel” Gabriel suddenly
appeared to him on the horizon, put Mohammad into a trance, and relayed a
religious message. Mohammad claimed that his new sect fulfilled the
promises of two religions (read: UFO cults) that had come before him,
namely Judaism and Christianity. Today more than 20 percent of the world’s
population follows the teachings of Mohammad.

And what of Hinduism? Hinduism is actually a hodge-podge of several
different religious beliefs and myths. Its colorful pantheon of gods adorned
many a hippie abode during the 1960s, and the artwork is still popular in



many parts of the world today. Some of those gods flew vimanas—another
topic of great interest to Ancient Astronaut theorists—which were armed
with weapons that sound suspiciously like high-powered laser beams. There
are Hindus today who dream of living with the god Krishna in human-like
bodies on another planet. These are all the classic elements of a UFO cult.
Currently Hindus represent about 14 percent of the human population.

Does this mean that there is no God? No consciousness separate from the
body? No soul? So is it all just about humans and UFOs?

Not necessarily.
UFO cults large and small usually address deeper spiritual questions with

an affirmation that there is a spiritual reality that underpins the fabric of the
world. This is not surprising given the fact that there is often a spiritual
element to descriptions of UFO contacts, especially those involving an out-
of-body experience. Ancient and modern abductee stories usually involve
being in-body during an abduction event, but there are times when it
involves accompanying the ET while out-of-body. ETs are often credited
with having the ability to direct a human consciousness out of the body,
carry it in some kind of container, and then place it back in the body. These
kinds of themes found their origin in ancient Mesopotamian UFO cults, were
echoed in the beliefs of the pre-Columbian Americas, continued in some of
the Christian apocrypha, and are repeated in a number of modern UFO cases.

Does this mean that ETs were and are more “spiritual” than us mere
humans? Again, not necessarily. Maybe they are just better mechanics. The
evidence for UFOs suggests that their society is much more technologically
advanced than ours, which means that they have had more time to figure out
how it all works. They do things that seem magical or mystical to us
(including those things relating to matters of biology and consciousness), but
which are simply a matter of mechanics to them. This does not necessarily
mean that ETs are generally more “evolved” or more ethical than humans.
Any moral judgment here would depend entirely on their motives, just as it
does in our case. We have learned to split the atom for wondrous or
nefarious ends. Likewise, we can use our knowledge of psychology to help
or manipulate others. Moral and ethical evolution is a separate process from
technological evolution, and this is likely true of the ETs, as well. We should
expect any ETs to place first priority on their own needs, just as every living
thing does here on Earth.

Where does all this leave us today?



First, we need to appreciate that the impact of human contact with UFOs
on our civilization has been enormous. The major religions of today are
largely the result of that contact. This means that UFOs are not just a silly
little fringe phenomenon that is only of interest to kooks. It is a substantial,
significant, and, above all, real phenomenon that has been around for a very
long time. Just because ETs seem evasive and elusive does not make them
any less real; just look at the various creatures and species on Earth that have
been difficult to find and track. Clearly, this is a trait that extends across
many life forms—and many worlds.

Second, we as the human race need to decide if we should keep
participating in UFO cults, including the larger ones. I, for one, remain
firmly committed to religious freedom, and I am in no way suggesting that
any laws should be passed to ban any form of religious expression or non-
violent religious practice. I propose instead only a voluntary “weaning”
process. After all, are the beliefs of the major UFO cults really of any benefit
to us? Yes, the Jewish, Christian, Islamic, and Hindu scriptures contain some
fine teachings, but they also tend to encourage an attitude that fosters
division and inflames conflict. The real question, of course, is why ETs
would encourage such belief systems in the first place, since UFOs seem to
be the source for much of it, but that is a question better left to another essay.

And what about those eschatological promises of a coming apocalypse?
Why did so many Biblical prophets, such as Ezekiel and John, receive
apocalyptic messages from these ET sources? Why would ETs want to drive
humans to the brink of hysteria with teachings about an inevitable violent
end to all that is? Again, these are questions best left to another essay—
perhaps an entire book. Suffice it to say that belief systems that have an
apocalypse their center—eschatology—breed anxiety and encourage
radicalism. They hide the obvious fact that if and when something bad
happens, it will be because someone planned it, because someone was
careless, or because there was a cataclysmic failure of nature that we were
powerless to stop. It would have nothing to do with any god.

Many modern scientists have been trying to encourage just such a
weaning process. They fail, though, when they become stubborn ideologues
for the strictly secular. They would be much more successful by pushing
ahead with open minds into the realm of quantum processes and by searching
for the secret of consciousness behind the observer phenomenon. If the
Catholic Church and Tibetan Buddhists can come around to embracing many



elements of science, then science can certainly start taking a better look at
the evidence regarding consciousness and UFOs that simply won’t go away.
When they block academic and scientific research into these topics of
popular interest, so-called radical secularists do as much to spread
pseudoscience as the goofiest UFO contactee ever has. This, of course,
leaves a void that is often filled by people with less vigorous and stringent
academic principles.

The world of UFO study today is highly polarized. The field desperately
needs pragmatic, nuts-and-bolts scientists to collect reports, regress
abductees, and analyze the evidence. Without this kind of groundwork,
ufology cannot exist as a legitimate area of inquiry. The people who do this
kind of work, however, resent the intrusion of “wackos” and “conspiracy
theorists” who at first blush always seem to muddy the waters. This conflict
arises from a truth about the UFO phenomenon itself: UFO behavior is
sometimes, well, wacky. As well, behind the facade of the kindly Space
Brothers there is sometimes evidence of less beneficent intent. After all, if a
group of human beings were to skulk around abducting other humans, we
would look at their motives with great skepticism, to say the very least. So it
is natural to feel that kind of doubt—and even fear—regarding an influx of
ET visitors that has done and is still doing just that.

UFO researchers are often called on to answer the common question of
why the ETs are here in the first place. They are faced with a wide array of
often conflicting evidence that has yielded a variety of conclusions.
Therefore answers to this question have run the gamut from “They just want
to quietly check us out” to “In their minds, they own the joint.” As well, we
now have ancient creation stories suggesting that ETs genetically engineered
the human race in pre-history and have been keeping a watchful eye on their
creation ever since. Where does the truth really lie? We have yet to figure it
out for sure. We can begin by studying what is in front of us, but in the world
of UFOs, even that can lead down some rather strange paths. There is just no
getting around that. In the meantime we live with the effects of UFO contact
every day, particularly as evidenced in the tapestry of UFO cults that have
impacted human society in such a tangible and lasting way.

If we could even imagine a world without UFO cults, what would it look
like? If all the large UFO cults were to disappear, I suspect that we would all
be able to breathe a big sigh of relief. Most conflicts and wars would end.
Religious radicalism would disappear almost entirely. We would still believe



in UFOs, but we would stop granting them their undeserved aura of mystery
and menace. We would no longer need to worry that there is a God-ordained
apocalypse on the horizon, and we could more rationally plan for natural
disasters. I believe that we could also more reasonably arrange our global
financial structure to end the unnecessary economic problems of today, and
solve any overpopulation issues using win-win solutions. Our better
understanding of consciousness could also ease the fear and pain of loss that
comes with death. Religion would become more about understanding and
discovery than about obedience. Life on Earth could become genuinely fun.

Some people might object to this scenario. They would say that the large
UFO cults are the basis of human morality, and that we need the structure
imposed by the directives of scripture to stay civilized. The good news is that
people can be quite moral without religion, and usually are. Look at where
religion is weakest in the Western world: Scandinavia. The Scandinavian
countries still enjoy some of the lowest crime rates and highest standards of
living in the world. The character of an individual seems to have more to do
with innate morality than any religious affiliation.

But this is not an essay about morality or religion in general. It is about
UFOs—more specifically, UFO cults. Much more can be said about these
cults, and they make for an interesting study. Whatever you do, just don’t
underestimate them. A marginalized little UFO cult today could one day
surprise us and become one of the world’s major religions tomorrow. It has
happened before, and it could happen again.


